
THE EXPEDITION: MALE - GAN

On this expedition we will explore the pristine and 
less visited south of the Maldives, venturing into nine of 
the country’s twenty six atolls to dive on some of the 
most stunning and untouched reefs the country has to 
offer. Our trip will also allow us to gather critical data 
on the poorly studied manta ray population found in 
these southern atolls.

The trip is timed to provide the best chances of 
encountering reef manta rays, large schools of sharks, 
whale sharks and especially the elusive giant oceanic 
manta rays. At this time of the year oceanic mantas 
aggregate in a remote southern atoll, allowing some of 
the most breath-taking underwater encounters with 
the largest rays of the planet!

During our journey we will have various chances to 
dive not just with manta rays. The far south of the 
Maldives hosts a vast population of sharks, and it’s 
here that we will have the opportunity to dive in some 
of the most shark-populated channels, where it’s not 
uncommon to encounter fifty or more grey reefs 
during a single dive. Pristine coral gardens, schooling 
eagle rays, resting turtles and the occasional hammerhead, thresher shark or even 
tiger shark are just some of the attractions we are likely to encounter on this unique 
expedition.

Certainly among the main highlights of the trip, is the incredible opportunity to swim 
with whale sharks and mantas at night just behind the boat, as these giants feed on the 
zooplankton attracted by our spotlights.

Starting from Malé in the north, we will navigate more than 500 km across the most 
remote regions of the country, where each atoll will provide us with memorable 
encounters, and make for a once in a lifetime adventure that you will never forget!

CITIZEN SCIENCE - GET INVOLVED!

On this expedition, you’ll have the opportunity to experience and participate in cutting-
edge conservation research to protect one of the ocean’s most majestic animals. 
Manta Trust scientists will be collecting photographic identification images of all 
mantas encountered throughout the expedition - a task that guests are welcome and 
encouraged to participate in.  All new manta rays will be added to the database and 
guests will be invited to name these new mantas. 

Every manta sighting is crucial information in developing effective management and 
conservation strategies for these increasingly vulnerable animals.

18th - 30th March 2018  (12 nights / 13 days) | from $3,460 per person*MALDIVES
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Predicted route from Malé 
to Addu Atoll.
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THE MANTA TRUST

A UK registered charity, the  Manta Trust`s mission is to advance the worldwide 
conservation of manta rays and their habitat through robust science and research, 
by raising awareness and providing education, influence and action. The Manta Trust 
was formed in 2011 to co-ordinate global research and conservation efforts for these 
amazing animals, their close relatives and their habitat. 

Our charity is involved in over twenty projects worldwide, incorporating the collection 
of population data, research on manta movements, and genetic analyses to name a few. 
All of these projects are united in their aim to better our understanding of the general 
ecology of manta and mobula rays, and use this knowledge to aid in their conservation.

THE BOAT | MANTA CRUISE

Launched in 2006 and refurbished in 2009, the Manta Cruise is a comfortable dive 
vessel, 33 metres in length. She welcomes 18 passengers on-board housed in nine 
cabins. All cabins have en-suite bathrooms with hot water and individually controlled 
air-conditioning. 

There are seven cabins on the lower deck which can be used for double or twin 
berths, and two suites on the upper deck which are much more spacious and have 
double beds. The Manta Cruise is a three-tiered vessel, offering spacious dining and 
entertainment areas. This includes a huge saloon with TV and dining room, a large aft 
deck with tables for meals, two sundecks with sun lounges and sufficient shaded areas. 
The accompanying dive dhoni (called Mobula) is equipped with two compressors, 
GPS, telephone, medical oxygen and storage for personal belongings. Nitrox diving is 
available upon request.

BOOKING

To reserve your place on this Maldives Manta Expedition, please send an email to 
Conny Bretz via expeditions@mantatrust.org.

*Trip costs for this 12-night expedition include transfers from Gan to Malé, full board, beach 
barbecue, local island visit, and three dives / snorkelling excursions per day. It does not include 
the Green Tax ($72 per person) nor the service charge ($120 per person) to be paid on 
board. 

The listed price for this trip is for a standard double or twin room. Booking the boat’s luxury 
suite costs $3,820.
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SIMON HILBOURNE 

(TRIP LEADER)

The underwater world has always 
fascinated Simon from a young age. 
His passion for the ocean stems from 
watching his parents scuba dive in Sri 
Lanka whilst he floated above on his 
body board. Simon took up scuba diving 
and carried that passion through to 
work as a scuba instructor for a time in 
Australia, Cyprus and Honduras. 

Enrolling at the University of 
Southampton in the UK, Simon studied 
marine biology. His Masters dissertation 
focused on whale shark seasonality 
in Mexico. Upon graduating, Simon 
continued to work with whale sharks, 
this time in the Philippines, before 
swapping over to study manta rays here 
in the Maldives.

Simon is an avid underwater 
photographer and loves to try and 
convey the beauty of the natural world 
and the conservation issues it faces 
through his photography.

Simon joined the Maldivian Manta Ray 
Project back in 2016 in North Male 
Atoll, and has now taken over the role 
of research and administration officer in 
Baa Atoll. 
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